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The Art of Invisibility: The World's Most Famous Hacker Teaches You How to Be Safe in the Age of Big Brother and Big DataLittle, Brown and Company, 2017

	Be online without leaving a trace.

	

	Your every step online is being tracked and stored, and your identity literally stolen. Big companies and big governments want to know and exploit what you do, and privacy is a luxury few can afford or understand.

	

	In this explosive yet practical book,...
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Hacking For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Welcome to Hacking For Dummies, 2nd Edition. This book outlines — in plain English — computer hacker tricks and techniques that you can use to assess the security of your own information systems, find security vulnerabilities, and fix the weaknesses before criminal hackers and rogue insiders have an opportunity to take advantage of...
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Hacking Point of Sale: Payment Application Secrets, Threats, and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Must-have guide for professionals responsible for securing credit and debit card transactions


	As recent breaches like Target and Neiman Marcus show, payment card information is involved in more security breaches than any other data type. In too many places, sensitive card data is simply not protected adequately. Hacking...
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Network Security FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
Companies have long been struggling with threats from the  hacking community. Keeping pace with the rapid evolution of security technology  and the growing complexity of threats is a challenge even in the best of times.  The increased focus on security has sent IT managers and engineers scrambling to  acquire the proper expertise...
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Hands-On Ethical Hacking and Network DefenseCourse Technology PTR, 2012

	It's nearly impossible to pick up a newspaper or read your favorite online news source these days without seeing yet another article about identity theft or credit card numbers being stolen from unprotected databases. Cyber crime and the threat of computer-related attacks are growing daily, and the need for security professionals who...
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The Behavioral Genetics of Psychopathology: A Clinical GuideLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
New discoveries about the genetic underpinnings of many kinds of human experience are now constantly being made. This book explores the impact of these discoveries on the ways in which the common mental disorders are best conceptualized and treated.
Most people think of research in genetics as the search for genes. This is only one focus of...
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Practical Intrusion Analysis: Prevention and Detection for the Twenty-First CenturyAddison Wesley, 2009

	The Only Definitive Guide to New State-of-the-Art Techniques in Intrusion Detection and Prevention


	 


	Recently, powerful innovations in intrusion detection and prevention have evolved in response to emerging threats and changing business environments....
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Open Source Fuzzing ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2007
A "fuzzer" is a program that attempts to discover security vulnerabilities by sending random data to an application. If that application crashes, then it has deffects to correct. Security professionals and web developers can use fuzzing for software testing--checking their own programs for problems--before hackers do it!
Open...
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Microsoft Encyclopedia of SecurityMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get the single resource that defines—and illustrates—the rapidly evolving  world of computer and network security. The Microsoft Encyclopedia of  Security delivers more than 1000 cross-referenced entries detailing the  latest security-related technologies, standards, products, services, and  issues—including sources...
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Web Site Privacy with P3PJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Introducing the long-awaited first step to personal privacy on the Web!
Privacy on the Internet is a very complicated–and delicate–subject. It is about making sure that sites are honest with the people using their services, and providing the end user with the choice of whether or not to share information with the original server....
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Security in Sensor NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2006

	Sensor networks differ from traditional networks in many aspects including their limited energy, memory space, and computational capability. These differentiators create unique security vulnerabilities.

	

	Security in Sensor Networks covers all aspects of the subject, serving as an invaluable reference for researchers,...
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Kali Linux: Assuring Security By Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master the art of penetration testing with Kali Linux


	Overview

	
		Learn penetration testing techniques with an in-depth coverage of Kali Linux distribution
	
		Explore the insights and importance of testing your corporate network systems before the hackers strike
	
		Understand the...
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